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ABSTRACT
In this paper we introduce a new surface representation, the
displaced subdivision surface. It represents a detailed surface
model as a scalar-valued displacement over a smooth domain
surface. Our representation defines both the domain surface and
the displacement function using a unified subdivision framework,
allowing for simple and efficient evaluation of analytic surface
properties. We present a simple, automatic scheme for converting
detailed geometric models into such a representation. The
challenge in this conversion process is to find a simple
subdivision surface that still faithfully expresses the detailed
model as its offset. We demonstrate that displaced subdivision
surfaces offer a number of benefits, including geometry
compression, editing, animation, scalability, and adaptive
rendering. In particular, the encoding of fine detail as a scalar
function makes the representation extremely compact.

Additional Keywords: geometry compression, multiresolution geometry,
displacement maps, bump maps, multiresolution editing, animation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Highly detailed surface models are becoming commonplace, in
part due to 3D scanning technologies. Typically these models are
represented as dense triangle meshes. However, the irregularity
and huge size of such meshes present challenges in manipulation,
animation, rendering, transmission, and storage. Meshes are an
expensive representation because they store:

(1) the irregular connectivity of faces,

(2) the (x,y,z) coordinates of the vertices,

(3) possibly several sets of texture parameterization (u,v)
coordinates at the vertices, and

(4) texture images referenced by these parameterizations, such as
color images and bump maps.

An alternative is to express the detailed surface as a displacement
from some simpler, smooth domain surface (see Figure 1).
Compared to the above, this offers a number of advantages:

(1) the patch structure of the domain surface is defined by a
control mesh whose connectivity is much simpler than that of
the original detailed mesh;

(2) fine detail in the displacement field can be captured as a
scalar-valued function which is more compact than traditional
vector-valued geometry;

(3) the parameterization of the displaced surface is inherited from
the smooth domain surface and therefore does not need to be
stored explicitly;

(4) the displacement field may be used to easily generate bump
maps, obviating their storage.

(a) control mesh (b) smooth
domain surface

(c) displaced
subdivision surface

Figure 1: Example of a displaced subdivision surface.

A simple example of a displaced surface is terrain data expressed
as a height field over a plane. The case of functions over the
sphere has been considered by Schröder and Sweldens [33].
Another example is the 3D scan of a human head expressed as a
radial function over a cylinder. However, even for this simple
case of a head, artifacts are usually detectable at the ear lobes,
where the surface is not a single-valued function over the
cylindrical domain.

The challenge in generalizing this concept to arbitrary surfaces is
that of finding a smooth underlying domain surface that can
express the original surface as a scalar-valued offset function.

Krishnamurthy and Levoy [25] show that a detailed model can be
represented as a displacement map over a network of B-spline
patches. However, they resort to a vector-valued displacement
map because the detailed model is not always an offset of their B-
spline surface. Also, avoiding surface artifacts during animation
requires that the domain surface be tangent-plane (C1) continuous,
which involves constraints on the B-spline control points.

We instead define the domain surface using subdivision surfaces,
since these can represent smooth surfaces of arbitrary topological
type without requiring control point constraints. Our
representation, the displaced subdivision surface, consists of a
control mesh and a scalar field that displaces the associated
subdivision surface locally along its normal (see Figure 1). In this
paper we use the Loop [27] subdivision surface scheme, although
the representation is equally well defined using other schemes
such as Catmull-Clark [5].

Both subdivision surfaces and displacement maps have been in
use for about 20 years. One of our contributions is to unify these
two ideas by defining the displacement function using the same
subdivision machinery as the surface. The scalar displacements
are stored on a piecewise regular mesh. We show that simple
subdivision masks can then be used to compute analytic properties
on the resulting displaced surface. Also, we make displaced
subdivision surface practical by introducing a scheme for
constructing them from arbitrary meshes.

[Lee, Moreton, & Hoppe 2000]
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4. DEPENDANCE ON SCALE

One feature of the perturbation calculation
is that the perturbation amount is not invariant
with the scale at which the object is drawn. If
the X, Y, and Z surface definiton functions are
scaled up by 2 then the normal vector length, INI,

scaled up by a factor of 4 while the
perturbation  amount, IDI, is only scaled by 2.
This effect is due to the fact that the object is
being scaled but the displacement function F is
not. (Scale changes due to the object moving
nearer or farther from the viewer in perspective
space do not affect the size of the wrinkles, only
scale shanges applied directly to the object.) The
net effect of this is that if an object is scaled
up, the wrinkles flatten out. This is illustrated
in figure 9.

norma  l stretched

Figure 9 - stretched Bump Texture

This effect might be desirable for some
applications but undesirable for others. A scale
invariant perturbation, D', must scale at the same
rate as N. An obvious choice for this is

D' = a D INI/IDI

50 ID’1 = a INI

where a is independent of scales in P. The value
of a is then the tangent of the effective rotation
angle.

tan+'  = ID'l/lNl  = a

This can be defined in various ways. One simple
choice is a generalization from the simple, flat
unit square patch

X(u,v)  = u
Y(u,v)  = v
Z(u,v)  = 0

For this patch the original normal vector
perturbation gives

N = (0,0,1)
D = (-Fu,-Fv,0)

tan+ = sqrt(Fu'+Fv')

Here the value of a is purely a function of F.
Use of the same function for arbitrary patches
corresponds to a perturbation of

a = sqrt(Fu'+Fv.')
D' = a D lNl/lDl

N"  = N + D'

The texture defining function F is now no longer
being used as an actual displacement added to the
position of the surface. It just serves to
provide (in the form if its derivatives) a means
of defining the rotation axis and angle as
functions of u and v.

5 . ALIASING

In an earlier paper 121, the author described
the effect of aliasing on images made with color
texture mapping. The same problems can arise with
this new form. That is, undesirable artifacts can
enter the image in regions where the texture
pattern maps into a small screen region. The
solution applied to color textures was to average
the texture pattern over the region corresponding
to each picture element in the final image. The
bump texture definition function, however, does
not have a linear relationship to the intensity of
the final image. If the bump texture is averaged
the effect will be to smooth out the bumps rather
than average the intensities. The correct
solution to this problem would be to compute  the
intensities at some high sub-pixel resolution and
average them. Simply filtering the bump function
can, however, reduce the more offensive artifacts- -.
o f  aliasing. Figure 10 shows the result of such
an operation.

Before
:

After

Figure 10 - Filtering Bump Texture

291

[Blinn 1978]

sznple results that can be achieved with this 
technique. The first pattern, a hand drawn unit 
cell of bricks was mapped onto the sphere on the 
cover. 

Figure 8 Hand Drawn Functions Figure A- Hand Drawn Bump Funtions
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Fig. 9. Renderings for early and late spring.
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Figure 1. Photograph of the ocean (left) and rendering (right) of ocean using technique described in the paper. (see

Color Plate

ficient, and yet accurate enough for many different water

types ranging from deep ocean water to muddy coastal wa-

ters as well as fresh waters.

2. Wave Generation

The importance of plausible modeling of any water sur-

face is two fold. First, the visual characteristics of water

surfaces especially oceans are very distinct. Second, it has

been well known in oceanographic community that fluctua-

tions in the marine light field are dominated by the variabil-

ity of the air-sea interface [26].

In our model we assume that the surface waves are as-

sembled from many linear waves generated by wind over

an area much larger than the correlation length of the

waves [17]. Therefore, most important water surface de-

scriptors such as displacement and slope can be represented

as normal random variables. Experimental measurements

of surface-wave statistics confirmed that water surface de-

scriptors have Gaussian distributions. Mastin et al. [9] in-

troduced this long known surface wave synthesis [16] that is

based on the sum of sinusoidal amplitudes and phases based

on empirical observations of oceans to the computer graph-

ics community. As the heart of our wave generation ap-

proach has been described elsewhere [9, 23] we omit most

of the details. The height of the water surface at the location

!x on the grid and time t is

η(!x, t) =
∑

!k

η̂(!k, t)ei!k!x (1)

where !k is wave vector pointing in a direction of travel of
the wave, and η̂(!k, t) is the Fourier component of the wa-
ter surface. It is important to mention that we use the Joint

North SeaWave Project or the JONSWAP spectrum [3]. The

advantages of using the JONSWAP spectrum are the sim-

plicity of use and ability to fine tune the model. The only

necessary parameter to the model is wind velocity. How-

ever, it also enables an advanced user to fine tune the model

as some of the parameters (invisible to most users) can be

fitted to measured and observed data for both oceans and

lakes. Some of the more advanced parameters are available

in [26] and [28].

2.1. Whitecaps and foam

The wave generation model described thus far has omit-

ted the effect of whitecaps and foam, which are present

at wind speeds greater than a few meters per second.

Whitecaps are the foamy part of actively breaking waves.

The total foam area depends on the temperature differ-

ence between the air and the water and on water chemistry.

[Premoze & Ashikhmin]


